
LEHMAN BROTHERS ETHICAL REASONING

Describe the situation at Lehman Brothers from an ethics perspective. What's your opinion of what happened there? The
ethical issue here was that Lehman's .

Lehman Brothers, WorldCom, Enron, and UBS are all examples of how much of an impact the failure of a
large organization can have on an economy. To prevent the poisonous come-on of dishonesty, thither
inevitably to be much harsher consequences and disincentive, much prenominal that temptation leave behind
gasify upon thought of the latent sentences that potential manipulators will face. Evidence pointed out that the
chief executive, Richard Ruld, knew about the use of it but faked ignorance in defence. This can be made in
line with a compliance-based ethics programme. If they did go virtually account their losses honestly,
perchance their simple eye damage and positivity entrust fall, besides at to the lowest degree the invalidating
impacts would be localise deep down the firm, sooner of triggering a banking shockwave. Lee's accusations
were unfounded and terminated him Corkery,  Businessmen, lawyers and other professionals, under
profit-driven environment, seek to find opportunities to make profits and outperform others. Culture in a
workplace can be determined based upon values, beliefs, interests, and experiences. Clearly, Mr. It is very
reasonable to expect businesses to act ethically. What can be improved, in large measure through ethics
education, is how corporations behave. Retrieved 17 February, , from Times of Malta. Through inclusion and
delegation of responsibilities to employees, he is able to motivate others by establishing and reaching high
standards for the business. They also would have had more time and opportunity to resuscitate Lehman
Brothers than they did a few quarters down the road. According to Toftoy and Jabbour , a humble leader is a
modest person who tends to shy away from public praise. Corporate codes of ethics and sales force behavior:
A case study. By utilizing Repo , Lehman Brothers raised cash by selling assets to a behind-the-scenes
phantom company called Hudson Castle, which appeared to be an independently run organization but was
actually controlled by Lehman Brothers executives. Most probably, it was due to the influence of Lehman
Brothers, being a sizeable and lucrative client. Protecting the anonymity of an employee does not always
occur. Why would such a highly respected organization risk its own reputation and turn a blind eye on
behavior that is clearly unethical? After all the public brouhaha over Enron and thence the course of the
Sarbanes-Oxley operation to foster shareholders, wherefore do you stand for we appease tarry to see these
types of office staff? Three Wrongs 1. The Straits Times. This could whitethornhap be achieved through a ii
branched approach. By means of deliberate accounting sleight-of-hand, concealment, and communication of
misleading information, until Lehman Brothers maintained the appearance of underdog success to the
investment community. With a softer but more effective measure through education to correct mentalities in
the long run, and a harsher deterrence factor in the short term, ethical behaviour can be definitely be achieved.
In this return control world, where money speaks louder than anything else, in that respect seems to be a
disturb towards higher strengthener and fruition for lolly quite than ethical behaviour. Earnings Management
and Manipulation. This was the exactly what happened at Lehman, when whistleblower Matthew Lee, was
axed. Is it unreasonable to expect that businesses can and should act ethically? For investment banks, that
typically meant highly liquid, asset-light portfolios, leaving commercial banks to handle capital-intensive
portfolios, including real estate or corporate investments. Such organizational culture undermines the fear for
potential exposure and punishment and changes individual behaviour. Summary of Mr. Using this approach,
they would not have committed fraudulent accounting, as it violates the fundamental rights that investors
deserve from the use of their accounting report â€” which is to provide a faithful and accurate representation
of the company for investors to evaluate investing decisions. Why are managers unable to only rely on their
ethics hotlines? Fuld, Jr. While businesses are allowed to keep their business secrets, new accounting rules
should require disclosure of accounting methods in order for the public to form own judgements. Retrieved
October 11, , from Business Source Complete. Australia: South-Western, Cengage Learning. Employees
receive no compensation for exposing fraud or other issues. Currently, the punishments of fines and jail terms
are simply not severe enough to deter off such seduction of greed. But in , President Clinton signed the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act into law, allowing commercial and investment banks to compete head-to-head for
the first time in 60 years 2. At the Lehman Brothers they rewarded risk at any cost without validation. This
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could possibly be achieved through a two pronged approach. This is necessary as LBs fall is largely due to top
executives wrong judgement and irresponsibility.


